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Abstract: - In this paper, we recognize chunks of data in a MANET which can use decode technology from
coded blocks by inculcating defending mechanism for security breech in a network of nodes. Here we infer
solutions for pollution attack induced by any kind of malicious nodes which can be blocked by deliberate
modification of payloads transmitting the original chunks of data. When a node is created and whatever chunk
of data is decoded by the pair comprising of decoded chunks of data. Distribution of bipartite loaded chunks of
data can be propagated towards the integrity of code identification accuracy. Cryptography related to attack
applied on nodes of corrupted data of a data chunk which can be seamlessly disseminated. We propose a model
for identifying the attacked nodes in the preliminary level using cuckoo hashing technique along with
implementation of dijkstra’s algorithm which is highly effective in eliminating attacks. Attackers or the
attacking nodes can be identified by the effective identification algorithm known as dijkstra’s algorithm. Such
attacking nodes will be counter attacked and disassociated from the network. Inferring from the calculations
made by cuckoo hashing technique number of data chunks lost or injected by the attacker can be found and
relocated in the network so that we can prevent loss of data or irrelevant data intervention. Thus by using this
defending mechanism we can ensure that any attacker can be found before attacking and eliminated along with
surety given for data chunks integrity in each and every level of data transmission in a MANET network.
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1. Introduction
In a MANET each malicious node running with independent propagation of exploits the constraints of
analyzing probability for suspecting the nodes for their ranking in decoding of any operations. The channelized
coding will be linearly imposed in the node identifiers where applications rely on dissemination over MANET.
Estimating the selected data dissemination for decentralized applications came with a kind of solution which
could be accurate in a network scenario [1]. In a wireless mesh of network any kind of cryptographic or
algebraic techniques can be inculcated for opposing network coding multi party collaboration or entity for
identifying dynamic chunks of coded data.
In an ad hoc network which is usually decentralized type of infrastructure with wireless access points
manages the flooding or routing for forwarding the data dynamically in wireless network. In a set of networks
where devices are free with associating the status of network in a linked range of devices can be decentralized
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in nature. Main nodes which are referred to as centralized rely on improving the scalability for identifying the
capacity for practically identified networks [2]. Deployment of minimal ad hoc network configuration for
conflicts and disasters or any emergency situations can be quickly initiated the dynamic protocols for
managing them effectively. Transmission of power in behaviour and interference for functioning a connection
or disconnection of network in a dynamic restructuring of network functioning is efficient and robust.
There are various random geometrical graphs structuring set of node structures having subset bounds for
plane dimensions for coupling of mutual functions for such graph units [3]. No permissions for advanced
encryption of wireless protocols in ad hoc networks where any loop hole for security breeching bridges in it.
As MANET referred to be an independent of frequent directions of devices for unrelated traffic for routers we
can use hashing technique and algorithm to be implemented and calculated for attack prevention. Peer-to-peer
networks rely on these MANET for implementing artificial intelligence helps in finding out network collisions
in ad hoc networks [4]. Internet relying on carrier networks in accessing wireless points the complete network
structure spans for Wi-Fi networks in peers which can join a group of destroying network.

2. Attacking Node Identification using Dijkstra’s Algorithm
Conceiving a graph search algorithm solving a shortest path source with edge of path costs a shortest path tree.
Algorithm for routing in a subroutine for finding costs feasible for finding paths with lowest cost finding vertex
for every vertex within given path of nodes [5]. Single destination for stopping algorithm in a vertex in
destination for vertex determining the vertices of graph has to be widely used in routing protocols. Shortest
path problem demonstrating the capabilities of objectives facing problems for non-computing problem can
consider comfortable. In a minimal span tree algorithm can minimize the number of wires for connecting the
pins on back panel of the machine [6].
Initial node stating the distance of node to be assigned with initial values associated with the distance which
can try for improving its values step by step [7]. Assigning every tentative value for distance improves the
initial node infinity set. Current initial node sets the unvisited mark for creating set for unvisited set for nodes.
The current unvisited node meant to neighbour nodes calculating its tentative distances marks current nodes.
Comparing smaller distance with adjacent values can connects the edge of neighbour to its tentative distances.
Previous marking of revisiting the neighbour nodes was previously marked with the current value for keeping
the edge connecting neighbour value.
Once visited node cannot be checked again which considers marked neighbours for current node. When
planning a route between two current nodes must be marked visited for smallest distance of tentative unvisited
set of nodes in node distance calculations [8]. Infinite planning of traversing with initial code for completing
the remaining unvisited nodes having no connection will be marked. With starting point between two
intersections to find shortest path from starting point to its destination of current intersection unvisited.
Implying the order for starting the conceptual order of simple intersection marks have infinite mark on maps.
Infinite intersection of distance yet to be visited has to leave the variants with unlabeled marks iteration.
All iterations associated with current intersection from the starting point of each current intersection having
starting point and calculating the shortest distance between them [9]. Such current intersection and subsequent
unvisited intersection of starting point node can be easily found. By updating the unvisited intersection for
directly connected current intersection can be relabelled by the unvisited intersection having values less than its
current value. Intersection of relabelled path shorter than its intersecting unvisited paths are mostly known
paths can facilitate identification of shortest path.
With the help of dijkstra shortest path search algorithm the data structure is improved by removing the preprocessing by removing the redundant vertices which can have sequence before the running time. Before and
after the improvement of simulations it can be compared and analyzed through this shortest path searching
algorithm. As they reduce irrelevant operations they can cut short the time for operation and increases the
space and time complexity for searching the effective path.
The shortest delay packet of data can be determined by the time variance along with the links of networks
in sensor of satellite network. The correctness of algorithm computes the shortest path which can leave
message notes in every path finding process of a node. It can be helpful in creating a link for nodes connected
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to the network and can trace the attacking node easily. These can be a sensor networks that can short the time
for finding the path for determining the attackers.
Meanwhile updating the neighbouring intersection node marking can be relabelled or erases the unwanted
nodes pointing to it. Marking of current visited intersections can select the unvisited intersection for lowest
distances from the starting point towards its lowest label [10]. Nodes marked for visited current intersection of
labelled shortest path cannot be revisited thus it could not return also. When any process made for marking
shortest distances for visited current intersections can be moved on to the possible smallest distance of
unvisited intersection points.
Initially nodes entering in a priority queue commonly represents dijkstra’s algorithm. Whenever necessary
priority queue algorithms which contains one item which is the most new decreasing key in the queue which
can insert it in decreasing order. If the same worst case bound of common variant which maintain priority of a
queue in practicing and speeding up the queue operation [11]. This dijkstra’s algorithm works on principle
relating to linking and routing of state protocols in which negative edge weights containing reachable source
vertex cycle in an order for calculating the new shortest path.
It imparts linear programming for computing shortest paths and finding solutions in linear programming
which can be essentially feasible with reduced costs. While considering about the heuristics consistently in the
conventions of sign changes from place to place in the literature of different locations. Dual feasible heuristics
deals cost reducing admissible for process [12]. For connecting all nodes for minimal spanning algorithm
forming graph concerning only two nodes in dijikstra’s for satisfying weaker condition.
Priority queue degenerating un-weighted graphs using breadth first search degenerating first in first out
queue. Methods using fast marching versioning continuous computing for mesh distance calculation solve the
dynamic programming functionality. They have approximation in finding the equation for shortest path
problem before reaching the logic of dijikstra’s.

Figure.1 Architecture for defending security breech.

3. Cuckoo Type Hashing Based Integrity of Lost Data
Resolving computing problems hashing collisions for finding value in hash functions in table for worst case
meant for constant behavioural variance towards each key. Hash table splitting for two smaller table sizes
equal to indexing of two tables. When new key inserted for possible different locations in displacing the
residing location can have alternate location residing in the vacant position for entering into infinite loop. Hash
table replacing new hash functions no need to allocate any new table for hashing run through of tables.
Key insertion of procedure intending the position of table looking for two locations refers to the table’s
position. In a worst case requiring inspection for constant time contrast with hash table algorithm may not have
time to look up. Rebuilding a table in expected constant time for capacity of hash table algorithms succeeding
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the constant time of possible location value. The load factor of below half capacity in theoretical graph for
undirected vertex can have hash table location for each edge for value.
In a greedy algorithm for set of values in a hashing table in end points for insertion of adding algorithms in a
succeeding cuckoo hash table having set of values in a cuckoo graph in a pseudo forest of a graph. While
connecting the components of vertex-induced sub graph for corresponding vertices in set of keys have
insufficient number of slots in a hash table [13]. High probability of two random graph structures for number
of edges where there is less number of vertices.
When a network found to have any security breech then the defending mechanism parts into two structures
one for finding the network path where the shortest path for network attacking structure will be found through
dijikstra’s algorithm. Message integrity and loss of data can be tracked using cuckoo hashing method in which
it tracks the message like cuckoo make its eggs for hashing. Since both techniques are feasible enough and
fastest they are considered to the most efficient method for defending network attack and lost message
integrity.

4. Conclusion
In a MANET network of node structures for resolving computing problems like attack from external
node, hash collisions, loss of packet data, no message integrity. In such cases of security breech in a network
structure an effective defending mechanism can be implemented for eliminating attack structure. In this paper
we impart dijkstra’s algorithm for finding shortest path throughout the system network where it will leave a
mark in each node for further reference for finding the attackers node. It also ensures message integrity by
using cuckoo hashing algorithm in which it uses an effective measure for fining each and every lost packet in a
network. Both techniques used here for defending security breech is feasible enough for major users which can
eliminate the attacks at primary level itself and counter attack the attacker node.
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